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Abstract
In order to improve the reliability and repair efficiency of distributed storage systems,
minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes based on cyclic variable fractional repetition
(VFR) codes are constructed in this thesis, which can repair failed nodes accurately.
Specifically, in order to consider the imbalance of data accessed by the users, cyclic VFR
codes are constructed according to that data with different heat degrees are copied in different
repetition degrees. Moreover, we divide the storage nodes into groups, and construct MBR
codes based on cyclic VFR codes to improve the file download speed. Performance analysis
and simulation results show that, the repair locality of a single node failure is always 2 when
MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes are adopted in distributed storage systems, which is
obviously superior to the traditional MBR codes. Compared with RS codes and simple
regenerating codes, the proposed MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes have lower repair
locality, repair complexity and bandwidth overhead, as well as higher repair efficiency.
Moreover, relative to FR codes, the MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes can be applicable
to more storage systems.
Keywords: Distributed storage systems, minimum bandwidth regenerating codes, variable
fractional repetition codes, repair locality
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1. Introduction

In the era of digital information, massive data storage and its reliability are the key problem
that we need to solve urgently. Distributed storage, which has been increasingly deployed and
gradually replaced centralized storage, shares the storage load effectively, and has lower cost
and good scalability by scattering huge amounts of data on multiple physical storage devices
[1, 2]. Distributed storage systems (DSSs) are composed of many cheap storage devices,
which inevitably lead to node failure and result in data loss. In order to ensure the reliability
and availability of data storage, replication strategy and erasure codes
have been more widely adopted in many current DSSs [3-6]. For example, Google File
System (GFS) and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) adopt multi-replication [7, 8].
However, since multi-replication needs to store a large number of data to ensure high
reliability, its storage cost is high. Erasure codes need to be encoded and decoded, and their
calculation complexity is high. In addition, adopting erasure codes, the entire file needs to be
downloaded during the repair process of failed nodes, and their repair bandwidth overhead is
also large.
Towards the problems above, Dimakis et al. used network flow graph to represent DSSs [9],
and further proposed the concept of regenerating codes based on network coding [10, 11].
Rashmi et al. gave the storage-bandwidth overhead curve, as well as the regenerating codes
that reach two optimal limit points, i.e., minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes and
minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes. Regenerating codes reduce the bandwidth
overhead by transmitting linear combinations of multiple data [12-14]. Dimakis et al. have
proved that the receiver can recover the original file when the maximum-flow minimum-cut of
the network flow graph is greater than or equal to the original file size. Regenerating codes
significantly reduce the bandwidth overhead of the failed node repair, but can't achieve low
disk I/O overhead, and have higher computational complexity. Papailiopoulos et al. proposed
simple regenerating codes (SRC) by combining erasure codes with XOR operation [15], which
can quickly repair a single failed node by accessing a small number of nodes. The number of
surviving nodes connected in the repair process is small as using locally repairable codes
(LRC) [16], that is, LRC has small repair locality and lower repair bandwidth, but its repair
complexity is high.
While ensuring low disk I/O overhead, Rouayheb and Ramchandran proposed fractional
repetition (FR) codes to reduce the computational complexity of repairing failed nodes [17].
Then, a series of FR codes for heterogeneous distributed storage systems are proposed, such as
FR codes for different node capacities [18, 19]. However, the number of nodes connected to
the surviving node when repairing a single failed node is determined by the number of data
blocks stored in the failed node. For improving the problem above, Nam et al. proposed locally
FR codes [20], that is, the number of nodes connected when repairing a failed node is smaller
than the number of data blocks stored in the node. Locally FR codes have lower disk I/O
overhead compared with FR codes, but are not applicable for actual DSSs. Considering that
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the access of user to data is often unbalanced, that is, “hot” data is often accessed, “cold” data
is rarely accessed [21, 22], Li et al. proposed variable fractional repetition (VFR) codes [23].
Although VFR codes take into account the imbalance of user access to data, the number of
surviving nodes that need to be connected when repairing a failed node is equal to the number
of data blocks in the failed node, not making the disk I/O overhead optimal. Moreover, the
VFR codes have certain limits in applicable occasions, and the number of nodes in the storage
system is limited by parameters, must be some specific even.
In order to further reduce the disk I/O overhead in the process of repairing failed nodes, and
improve the flexibility of VFR codes, a class of MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes is
constructed by adopting the idea that data with different heat degrees are copied in different
repetition degrees. Specifically, through making repetition degree of the original data blocks
larger than the repetition degrees of the parity blocks in locally FR codes, thereby cyclic VFR
codes are obtained. On the basis of the constructed cyclic VFR codes, MBR codes are
designed based on MDS property to improve the download speed of files by user. The MBR
codes proposed have the same performance in terms of bandwidth overhead as the traditional
MBR codes in the literature [14], but the advantage of repair locality is obvious, which
improves the situation that the repair localities of traditional MBR codes are higher than that of
the existing RS codes and SRC. Theoretical analysis shows that, the proposed codes ensure
that the locally repair degree of a single node failure is always 2 while considering the
imbalance of accessing data by user. Compared with SRC and RS codes, the proposed MBR
codes based on cyclic VFR codes have advantages in repair bandwidth and repair speed,
moreover improving the download speed of the original file.

2. MDS codes and regenerating codes in DSSs
2.1 MDS codes in DSSs
If (n, k ) MDS codes are used in DSSs, a file of size M is split into k data blocks with the
identical size of M k , and encoded into n data blocks of the same size, stored in n nodes.
The original file can be constructed by downloading the minimal data of size M , from any k
out of n data blocks, which is the MDS property. The codes are systematic MDS codes if the
generated n data blocks contain k original data blocks. Systematic (n, k ) MDS codes can
be expressed as
c= m ⋅ G

(1)

Here
=
m (m0 , m1 ,…, mk -1 ) is the k original data blocks contained in the original file.
G = [I P]k ×n is the generator matrix of the systematic MDS codes, where I is a k × k identity

matrix, and P is a k × (n - k ) submatrix. c =
( m0 ,…, mk -1 , pk ,…, pn ) is the n coded data
blocks generated by adopting systematic (n, k ) MDS codes.
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2.2 Regenerating codes in DSSs
Adopting network flow graph to represent DSSs, and further introducing the idea of network
coding, Dimakis et al. proposed the concept of regenerating codes [10, 11]. Assuming that the
DSS contains n nodes, it is necessary to store the original file of size M , and the storage
overhead of each node is α . The new node downloads data from d ≥ k surviving nodes to
recover the failed node, and each surviving node participating in the repair process transmits
data of size β ≤ α to the new born node. So the bandwidth overhead is γ = d β . According to
the maximum-flow minimum-cut theorem, the network flow graph must satisfy the equation
(2) to recover the original file, and the codes are optimal when the equal is established [11].
k

M ≤ ∑ min{α , ( d − l + 1) β }

(2)

l =1

When the parameters M , k , d are determined, the trade-off curve of storage-bandwidth and
two limit points on the curve, i.e., MSR point and MBR point, can be obtained.
The regenerating codes, corresponding to the MSR point, are termed as MSR codes,
satisfying
M
M
(3)
α MSR = , β MSR =
k ( d - k + 1)
k
The regenerating codes, corresponding to the MBR point, are called MBR codes, satisfying
2M
2 Md
, β MBR =
(4)
α MBR =
2kd - k 2 + k
2kd - k 2 + k

3. Explicit construction of MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes
In the real system, the user only needs the original data blocks, i.e., the original file. The parity
data blocks need to be downloaded only if the original data blocks are not available. Therefore,
the original data blocks are hot data, and the parity data blocks are cold data. In this section, we
have designed a code to consider this feature. We first construct cyclic (n, k , ρ1 , ρ 2 ) VFR
codes with repetition degrees ρ1 and ρ 2 respectively, where ρ1 and ρ 2 are positive integers
and ρ1 ≠ ρ 2 . We further divide the storage nodes into groups, and design MBR codes based on
cyclic VFR codes.
3.1 Construction of cyclic VFR codes
In a DSS, a file of size M is split into k data blocks with the identical size of M k , and
generates k + 3 encoded data blocks through the systematic (k + 3, k ) MDS codes. The
systematic MDS codes can also be expressed as Eq. (1). Let α1 , α 2 , α 3 be three non-zero
elements in GF(q). The generator matrix of systematic (k + 3, k ) MDS code is
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(5)

The cyclic VFR codes with different repetition degrees are constructed based on the
systematic (k + 3, k ) MDS codes. Firstly, the original data blocks m0 , m1 ,…, mk -1 are copied
two times, and a total of three copies of m0 , m1 ,…, mk -1 are stored. The parity data blocks
pk , pk +1 , pk + 2 are copied only one time, and a total of two copies of pk , pk +1 , pk + 2 are stored in

the DSS. The storage structure of the corresponding cyclic VFR codes is shown in Fig. 1.
pk + 2

pk +1

pk + 2

m0
m0

N1
m1

m1

m0

N2
m2

N3

…
mk −1

mk − 2
mk −1

pk
pk

N k +1

pk +1

Nk +2

Fig. 1. Storage structure of cyclic VFR codes

From Fig. 1, there are three copies of the original data blocks and two copies of the parity
data blocks. Each node stores 3 data blocks, and node N i stores data blocks with indices of

i − 1 , i − 2 mod (k + 2) , i − 3 mod (k + 2) (i ∈ {1,…, k + 2}) . Here, adjacent nodes contain
two identical data blocks.
3.2 Construction of MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes
Based on the constructed cyclic VFR codes, the construction of MBR codes based on cyclic
VFR codes is studied in this section. In order to reduce the seek time for the user to download
the original file, the nodes can be divided into three groups, so that the user can get the original
file without accessing the redundant nodes directly in any one group of the three groups, which
reduces the seek time of the nodes and realizes fast download of the files. Nodes are grouped
according to the MDS characteristics of the cyclic VFR codes. Each group contains k
different original data blocks. Suppose that the DSS has n= k + 2 nodes, the specific
situations are as follows:
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(i) k + 2 =
3t (k ≥ 2) . The nodes of DSS are divided into three groups. The first group
contains N1 , N 4 , N 7 ,…, N 3t -2 , abbreviated as N1+ 3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) . The second group contains
N 2 , N 5 , N8 ,…, N 3t −1 , abbreviated as N 2+3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) . The third group contains
N 3 , N 6 , N 9 ,…, N 3t , abbreviated as N 3+3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) , as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each group
contains t storage nodes and stores a total of 3t different data blocks, in which 3t -2 = k data
blocks are the original data blocks. Therefore, users can download the original file by
connecting any group of t nodes without any coding operation.
(ii) k + 2 = 3t + 1 (k ≥ 2) . The nodes are divided into three groups. The first group contains
N1 , N 4 , N 7 , …, N 3t +1 , abbreviated as N1+ 3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t ) . The second group contains
N 2 , N 5 , N8 ,…, N 3t −1 , abbreviated as N 2 + 3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) . The third group contains

N 3 , N 6 , N 9 ,…, N 3t , abbreviated as N 3+3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) , as shown in Fig. 2(b). There are
3t + 3 data blocks in the first group, in which there are two data blocks with subscript of 3t ,
containing 3t -1 = k different original data blocks. Similarly, there are 3t data blocks in the
second and third group, also containing 3t -1 = k different original data blocks. Therefore, the
users can download the original file by connecting all the nodes in any one group, that is, t + 1
nodes are connected in the first group, and in the second and third group, t nodes are
connected respectively to download the original file, and no coding operation is required.
(iii) k + 2 = 3t + 2 (k ≥ 2) . The nodes are also divided into three groups. The first group

contains N1 , N 4 , N 7 ,…, N 3t +1 , abbreviated as N1+ 3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t ) . The second group contains
N 2 , N 5 , N8 ,…, N 3t +2 , abbreviated as N 2 + 3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t ) . The third group contains

N 3 , N 6 , N 9 ,…, N 3t , abbreviated as N 3+3h ( 0 ≤ h ≤ t -1) , as shown in Fig. 2(c). The first two

groups have 3t + 3 different data blocks respectively, containing 3t = k different data blocks.
And the third group has 3t different data blocks in total, including 3t = k different original
data blocks. Thus, in the first and second group, t + 1 nodes are connected to download the
original file, and in the third group, t nodes are connected without coding operation.
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Fig. 2. Encoding scheme

Note that the minimum number of nodes connected to download the original file is d min ,
termed as disk I/O overhead. Then d min =  k 3  nodes of DSS need to be connected to recover
the original file by adopting MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes, while k nodes need to be
connected to restore the original file through RS codes or SRC. Obviously, the proposed MBR
codes based on cyclic VFR codes have much lower disk I/O overhead than RS codes and SRC.
When adopting traditional MBR codes in the DSS, β MBR =

2M
data will be
2kd - k 2 + k

downloaded from each survival node during repairing a failed node, and the node storage
2 Md
2kd - k + k

=
d β MBR . The cyclic VFR codes constructed in this paper need to
overhead
is α MBR =
2

connect two nodes to repair a failed node, i.e., d =2 . One data block is downloaded from a
surviving node, and two other data blocks are downloaded from another surviving node for a
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single node repair, and the two cases are equal probability. The amount of data downloaded
from the two surviving nodes are β1 =1 and β 2 =2 respectively, and the node storage
overhead in the cyclic VFR codes is 3, which is consistent with the result calculated by
=
α MBR

2 Md
=
d β MBR , i.e., the storage overhead is α MBR = 1 2 (d β1 + d β 2 )=3 . Then, the
2kd - k 2 + k

cyclic VFR codes satisfy the MBR point condition under the accurate uncoded repair. Since a
single failed node can be repaired only by downloading the lost data, cyclic VFR codes are
MBR codes.
Fig. 3 shows a DSS in which cyclic (7, 4, 3, 2) VFR codes are adopted with repetition
degrees ρ1 = 3 , ρ 2 = 2 . m = (m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 ) represents the original file stored in the DSS,
encoded by systematic (7, 4) MDS codes to obtain c = (m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 , p4 , p5 , p6 ) . Then
according to Fig. 1, construct cyclic VFR codes and store the data blocks. Finally, the MBR
codes based on cyclic VFR codes are constructed under the condition that k + 2 can be
pu
or
divisible by 3 according to Fig. 2(a). Users can download the original file by connecting
all
g
ts
nodes in any one group of the three groups.
ri
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dr
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Fig. 3. (7, 4, 3, 2) VFR codes

4. Repair of failed nodes
If a given node fails, the set of nodes that are connected to recover the failed node is called a
failure repair group of the failed node. From Fig. 2, when a single node fails, only two
surviving nodes need to be connected to recover the failed node. Only one repair group exists
for N1 , N k + 2 , and meanwhile N 2 , N k +1 have two failure repair groups. Furthermore, the
other nodes have three failure repair groups, and each failure repair group contains two nodes.
For example, if node N1 fails, only surviving nodes N 2 , N k + 2 need to be connected for
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repairing N1 , and the failure repair group is termed as ( N 2 , N k + 2 ) . As summary, if node
N i (1 ≤ i ≤ k + 2) fails, the failure repair group is as follows
i ∈ {1, k + 2}

( N i -1mod( k + 2) , N i +1mod( k + 2) )

( N1 , N 3 ) or ( N1 , N 4 )

( N i -1 , N i +1 ) or ( N i -1 , N i + 2 ) or ( N i - 2 , N i +1 )
( N , N ) or ( N , N )
k +2
k-1
 k k +2

i=2
i ∈ {3, , k}

(6)

i= k + 1

Two nodes in the failure repair group can be connected to accurately recover the data of
failed node without coding if a node fails. If node N i (i ∈ {3,…, k }) fails, several repair
methods for the failed node are shown in Fig. 4, where c may be either an original data block
or a parity block.
When two nodes fail, the original file should be restored to recover the data blocks if the two
failed nodes contain the same parity blocks. Otherwise, the data blocks of the failed nodes can
only be restored directly by copying.

…
ci −5mod( k + 2)

ci − 4mod( k + 2)

ci − 4mod( k + 2)

mi −3

mi −3

Ni −2

mi − 2
mi −1

mi − 2

mi −3

N i −1

mi −1

mi − 2

Ni
ci

…

N i +1

(a)

…
ci − 4mod( k + 2)

mi −3

mi − 2
mi −1

mi − 2

mi −3

N i −1

mi −1

mi − 2

mi −1

Ni
ci

ci

…

N i +1

ci +1

(b)
Fig. 4. Repair of a single failed node

Ni +2
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5. Performance analysis
This section mainly analyzes the repair bandwidth overhead, the repair locality and the repair
complexity of MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes, and compares the performances of
MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes with SRC, RS codes and FR codes ( ρ =2, ρ =3 ).
Because VFR codes are greatly affected by parameter constraints, and the number of nodes in
the storage system is limited to be some specific even, the proposed codes are compared with
FR codes.
Table 1 shows the storage overhead, repair bandwidth overhead and repair locality of the
five codes above. For comparison in this section, here fix file size M =1000Mb , the subfile
number in SRC f = 4 . The first layers of the last three codes all adopt (k + 3, k ) MDS codes.
Table 1. Performance analysis of several coding schemes
(n, k , f ) SRC
2f ≤n

Node storage
overhead

(f

+ 1) M
fk

Single node
( f + 1) M
Repair
failure
k
bandwidth Two nodes
2 ( f + 1) M
overhead
failure
or M
k
Single node
2f
failure
Repair
Two nodes
locality
k
failure

(n, k ) RS
Codes

M
k
M
M

k

FR Codes ①
( r = 2)

FR Codes ②
( r = 3)

MBR Codes Based on
Cyclic VFR Codes

( 2k + 6.25 − 0.5) M ( 1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25) M
k
k

3M
k

( 2k + 6.25 − 0.5) M ( 1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25) M
k
k
(2 1.5k + 4.5625 − 1.5) M
k

3M
k

2k + 6.25 − 0.5

k

6M
or M
k

1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25

2

1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25

k 
 3  + 1

Note: ① FR codes based on complete graph ( ρ =2 )
② FR codes based on Steiner system ( ρ =3 )

5.1 Bandwidth overhead
The repair bandwidth overhead is the amount of data that needs to be downloaded when
repairing the failed nodes. In case of a single node failure, as adopting (n, k , f ) SRC, each
node stores f + 1 data blocks, and needs to download f data blocks to repair a failed node.
The size of each data block is M fk , and the bandwidth overhead of repairing a failed node
is ( f + 1) M k . For (n, k ) RS codes, the entire original file needs to be downloaded to
repair a failed node, and its bandwidth overhead is M . For MBR codes based on cyclic VFR
codes, since each node stores 3 data blocks, and the size of each data block is M k , the
bandwidth overhead of repairing a failed node is 3M k .
FR codes with ρ = 2 can only solve the problem of a single node failure by duplication.
Assuming that each node of the FR codes stores d data blocks, it can be known that there are
a total of d + 1 nodes by coding structure and the formula d ( d + 1) = 2( k + 3) is satisfied [17],
d = 2k + 6.25 − 0.5 is further obtained. Meanwhile, any two nodes have at most one identical

data block, it is necessary to connect d nodes when recovering lost data blocks by
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replication, and each data block size is M k , so the repair bandwidth of FR codes with

ρ = 2 is (

2k + 6.25 − 0.5) M k

. For FR codes with ρ = 3 , it is known from [17] that the

formula 2d (2d + 1) = 6( k + 3) is satisfied, so d = 1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25 . In the case of a single
node failure, d surviving nodes need to be connected for repairing the failed node, similarly,
the repair bandwidth overhead of the FR codes is ( 1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25) M k .
In case of two nodes failure, the repair bandwidth of RS codes is also M . For SRC, if the
number of nodes between two failed nodes is greater than f − 1 , the two failed nodes can be
repaired independently, and its repair bandwidth is 2( f + 1) M k . Otherwise, the entire
original file needs to be restored to repair the failed nodes, and the repair bandwidth overhead
is also M . For MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes, in addition to three cases of
two-nodes failure, i.e., N1 and N 2 , N1 and N k + 2 , N k +1 and N k + 2 , need to restore the original
file to recover the data of the failed nodes, the remaining two-node failure case can also
repair the failed nodes by copying, and then its repair bandwidth overhead is 6M k .
FR codes with ρ = 2 cannot recover two node failures. FR codes with ρ = 3 can tolerate
two node failures and repair them by replication. It can be seen from [17] that 2d − 1
different data blocks will be lost if two nodes fail. Based on the above analysis of a single
node failure, it can be concluded that the two-node repair bandwidth overhead of the FR
codes is (2 1.5k + 4.5625 − 1.5) M k .
1100

Repair bandwidth overhead(Mb)

1000

MBR Codes Based on Cyclic VFR Codes
(n,k,f) SRC
(n,k) RS Codes
FR Codes with r =2
FR Codes with r =3
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800
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400
300
200
100
0
20

22

24

26
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34

36

38

40

Number of original data block k
Fig. 5. Comparison of repair bandwidth overhead for a single node failure

Fig. 5 shows the repair bandwidth overhead of the five codes for the case of a single node
failure. The repair bandwidth overhead of RS codes is constant, i.e., 1000Mb, but the
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bandwidth overhead of SRC, MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes decreases as k
increases. As k is fixed, MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes proposed in this paper have
the smallest bandwidth overhead. For example, when k =30 , the bandwidth overhead of MBR
codes based on cyclic VFR codes is 100MB, far smaller than that of SRC, RS codes. The FR
codes with ρ = 2 and ρ = 3 exist only when k takes some specific values, and the repair
bandwidth overhead of the existing FR codes for a single node failure is significantly higher
than the MBR codes proposed in this paper.
5.2 Repair locality
The repair locality is the number of nodes that need to be connected when repairing the failed
nodes. If a single node fails, SRC needs to connect 2 f (2 f ≤ n) nodes to repair the failed
node, that is, the repair locality is 2 f . Since (n, k ) RS codes need to connect k nodes to
recover the original file for repairing the failed node, the repair locality is k . According to the
analysis of repair bandwidth overhead above, we can obtain that the repair localities of the FR
codes with ρ = 2 and ρ = 3 are

2k + 6.25 − 0.5 and

1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25 , respectively. MBR

codes based on cyclic VFR codes need to connect 2 nodes to recover the lost data, and the
repair locality is 2.
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Fig. 6. Repair locality for a single node failure

Fig. 6 shows the repair locality for a single node failure. With the increasing of k , the
repair locality of RS codes increases linearly, and the repair localities of SRC and MBR codes
based on cyclic VFR codes are 8 and 2 respectively. As k is fixed, MBR codes based on
cyclic VFR codes have the smallest repair locality.
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Fig. 7. Repair locality for two-node failures

When two nodes fail, SRC needs to recover the original file by connecting k nodes to
repair the failed nodes, and the repair locality is k . Since (n, k ) RS codes need to connect k
nodes to repair the failed nodes, the repair locality is also k . For FR codes with ρ = 3 , the
repair locality of the two-node failures is still 1.5k + 4.5625 − 0.25 . According to the group
design of cyclic VFR codes above, the MBR codes proposed should connect  k  + 1 or  k 
 3
 3
nodes to restore the original file and repair the failed nodes. Thus the repair locality is less than
or equal to  k  + 1 .
 3

Fig. 7 shows the repair locality for repairing two failed nodes. It can be intuitively observed
that, compared with SRC and RS codes, the repair locality of FR codes with ρ = 3 is the
smallest, MBR Codes based on cyclic VFR codes the second, and only one value of k
satisfies the existence condition of the FR codes. Moreover, with the increasing of k , the
superiority of the proposed MBR codes is becoming much obvious in the performance of
repair locality.
In addition, the MBR codes proposed in this paper overcome the shortcoming that the repair
locality of the traditional MBR codes is greater than RS codes and SRC, and further reduce the
repair locality and repair bandwidth of the traditional FR codes in the case of a single node
failure, with the performance reaching the equilibrium state.
5.3 Repair complexity
In SRC, f − 1 XOR operations are required to recover one data block as a single node fails.
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Since f + 1 data blocks are stored in one node for SRC, ( f − 1)( f + 1) XOR operations are
required in total for repairing a failed node. RS codes need to connect k nodes to recover the
original file, and then recover the data blocks of the failed node. FR codes with ρ = 2 and

ρ = 3 and MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes don’t require any encoding operation when
a single node fails, and can directly recover the data of the failed node by copying. Thus the
repair complexity of MBR codes proposed and FR codes is significantly lower than the other
two codes, and they can repair the failed node at a very high speed.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a new construction method of MBR codes based on cyclic VFR codes is
proposed, which overcome the limitations of traditional VFR codes in applicable occasions.
Taking into account the fact that the original data blocks in the actual DSS have higher access
demand, we have improved FR codes and adopted the concept of hot and cold data, making the
DSS store a total of three copies of the original data blocks and two copies of the parity blocks.
The MBR codes constructed in this paper improve the defect that the repair locality of
traditional MBR codes is larger than SRC and RS codes, having the smallest repair locality for
a single node failure. Theoretical analysis shows that, the storage overhead of MBR codes
based on cyclic VFR codes is greater than that of SRC and RS codes, but lower than that of the
FR codes with ρ = 2 and ρ = 3 . Moreover, the repair bandwidth overhead and repair locality
are smaller than SRC and RS codes. Towards repair by transfer for a single node failure, the
proposed MBR codes have lower repair complexity, as well as faster repair speed.
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